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“Trust acts as a building block for many other positive
brand attributes, including the creation of perceived

standout and brand preference. While the most trusted
brands tend to be market-leading ones that have had high
exposure to consumers, there are a significant minority of

brands, predominantly non-FMCG, that are able to rely on
reputation rather than active experience to generate trust.”
– Richard Hopping, Brand and Household Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Usage a major defining factor in building trust
• Brands that score highly on trust tend to stand out
• A link between trust and preference

Trust is a key part of a brand’s overall image, with the generation of trust likely to result in the
formation of other positive attributes. In most cases, the generation of trust is assisted through usage,
with active engagement with a brand the most obvious way in which people can judge whether a brand
is trustworthy or not.
However, there is a significant minority of brands that are able to promote a trustworthy image among
consumers who have not used them. These are generally brands with a particularly premium or quality
image, in sectors with a more glamorous element such as fashion, beauty and automotive.
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A difficult situation for media brands
Figure 24: Top ranking of brands by agreement with “A brand that I trust” in the media sector, January 2015-December 2016

Amazon a brand leader
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Satisfaction not dependent on trust

Trust can add value

Usage a major defining factor in building trust …

… but some brands are less reliant on usage
Figure 29: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by brand usage, January 2015-December 2016

Usage is not always enough to build trust

Brands that score highly on trust tend to stand out
Figure 30: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by perceived brand differentiation (Net of “It stands out as being somewhat different
from other brands” and “It’s a unique brand which really stands out from other brands”), January 2015-December 2016

Premium or innovative brands more likely to stand out

Functional, habitual brands skewed more towards trust

A link between trust and preference
Figure 31: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by brand commitment (net of agreement with “This is a favourite brand” and “I
prefer this brand over others”), January 2015-December 2016

Microsoft and Google’s habitual use creates preference

Trust as a building block towards commitment

All brands equally capable of creating trust
Figure 32: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by brand satisfaction (net of “Excellent” and “Good” reviews of experience*), January
2015-December 2016

Low scoring brands on satisfaction generally have low scores for trust

Niche beauty brands capable of creating satisfaction despite low trust

Innovation not necessarily a driver of trust

Halo and horns effect evident
Figure 33: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by agreement with “A brand that is innovative”, January 2015-December 2016

BPC and household care sectors demonstrate correlation
Figure 34: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by agreement with “A brand that cares about my health/wellbeing”, January
2015-December 2016

Caring about health is less important in the generation of trust in food sector

A general link between the two factors

Premium brands lack accessibility to promote as much trust as others
Figure 35: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by agreement with “A brand that is worth paying more for”, January 2015-December
2016

Amazon is an outlier

Link between trust and environment not set in stone

The Link between Trust and Usage

The Link between Trust and Perceived Differentiation

The Link between Trust and Brand Preference

The Link between Trust and Satisfaction

The Link between Trust and Innovation

The Link between Trust and Caring about Health and Wellbeing

The Link between Trust and Being Worth Paying More For

The Link between Trust and Caring for the Environment
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Figure 36: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by agreement with “A brand that cares for the environment”, January
2015-December 2016

Niche nature of ethical brands impacts on generation of trust

Limited link between trust and social responsibility
Figure 37: Agreement with “A brand that I trust”, by agreement with “A brand that is socially responsible”, January 2015-December
2016

Ecover and The Body Shop are stark outliers

The food sector leads on trust

Some brands not reliant on active experience

Prominent sub-brands in most trusted list

Tesco Bank attacked by cyber criminals

Food sector leads on trust
Figure 38: Average trust to usage ratio, by sector, January 2015-December 2016

Household care is functional and earns regular engagement

Myriad brands in BPC sector
Figure 39: Average awareness of brands in different sectors, January 2015-December 2016

Fashion’s high desirability creates more trust
Figure 40: Average trust to usage ratio, by sector, January 2015-December 2016

Travel and automotive sectors also benefit from glamorous image

Health issues affect drinks sector
Figure 41: Topic cloud around the sugar tax, 15 December 2014-15 December 2016

Finance sector has a bad reputation

Media brands least likely to be trusted

Technology brands in line to boost trust

Some brands not reliant on active experience
Figure 42: Brands with the highest trust to usage ratio, January 2015-December 2016

Premium traits and a useful proposition have an impact

Designer fashion and BPC labels most likely to earn trust without usage
Figure 43: Brands that generate more trust than usage, by sector, January 2015-November 2016

Newspapers highly read but lack trust
Figure 44: Brands with the lowest trust to usage ratio, January 2015-December 2016

Retail brands make up majority of brands with low trust levels
Figure 45: Brands with a trust to usage ratio of less than 50%, January 2015-November 2016

Prominent sub-brands in most trusted list

But less of a catch-all pattern across all sub-brands

The Link between Trust and Social Responsibility

Cross Category Review – What You Need to Know

Cross Sector Review

Trust without Experience

Trust and Sub-brands
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Figure 46: Agreement with “A brand that I trust” by overall usage, with parent brand and sub-brands highlighted, January
2015-December 2016

Financial services may offer an easier route for brands to expand

Tesco Bank attacked by cyber criminals
Figure 47: Proportion of online conversation around Tesco Bank, 1 January 2015-14 December 2016

Tesco Bank perhaps yet to feel the full effect
Figure 48: Agreement with “A brand that I trust” for Tesco Bank, by users of the brand and people aware of the brand, December
2014-December 2016

Lack of wilful intent likely to play into Tesco Bank’s favour

Tesco Bank’s previous clean image likely to assist

Consumers may be unsure of who to blame

Abbreviations

The Tesco Bank Hacking

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information

Appendix – Brands Covered
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